Huxley Golf, PGA Official Supplier of all-weather golf surfaces, reports that sales of its new Huxley Premier Tee Turf2 (PTT2) all-weather tee turf are continuing at record levels.

Director Paul Huxley explains: "Huxley PTT2 takes a normal tee peg anywhere in the job (even the very long tee pegs for large-headed Drivers), so it’s ideal for use as an alternative or winter tee and it’s also been a great success on ranges and practice tees, such as at St Andrews and many other top courses. The new synthetic yarn we use won’t fade, as it looks great anywhere – even in the shade under trees where normal grass won’t grow. Huxley PTT2 tee turf requires no irrigation, mowing or aeriation and the special fibres do not need any infill for support. This means that regular maintenance is absolutely minimal, one of our key K & D objectives when introducing this new Huxley turf."

To solve your winter tee or practice ground problems, find out about Huxley Golf’s new PTT2 tee turf. Huxley Golf have specialist Distributors throughout the UK and Ireland and also in many other countries. They can install or give advice to customers about self installation.

For full information and latest list of Huxley PTT2 users contact Huxley Golf:
Tel: 01962 733222
sales@huxleygolf.co.uk
www.huxleygolf.com
BUYERS' GUIDE
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To solve your winter tee or practice ground problems,

* Tees
* Fairway Mats
* Pathways
* Golf Mats

ALL WEATHER SURFACES

Ensure the course is playable all year round

PREMIER ALL-WEATHER SURFACES FOR GOLF

• USED MACHINERY
• TURF RENOVATION EQUIPMENT
• TREE CLEARANCE
• TOP DRESSING
• SOIL FOOD WEB
• RUBBER CRUMB
• MACHINERY WANTED
• IRRIGATION CONSULTANTS
• FLAGS
• CLOTHING/FOOTWEAR
• ARTIFICIAL GRASS
• ALL WEATHER SURFACES

sales@huxleygolf.co.uk

www.huxleygolf.com

Tel: 01962 733222

Huxley Practice Tee at St Andrews Links
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